Morristown HS Show
Competition Site Name: Morristown High School

Complete Address:

50 Early Street, Morristown, NJ 07960

COMPETITION AREA MEASUREMENTS & INFO (Please do all measurements in

feet & inches.)

Number of rows Spectator side of bleachers: 10 rows in three sections in front and the
same in the side depending on the number of large scale props. Seating capacity: 420
seats in the front and potetionally 420 in the side

Number of rows Backside of bleachers (if applicable): 10 rows in three sections Seating
capacity: 420

Approximate ceiling height:26ft to obstructed utility space. 6's can easily be tossed. 7's
if they are not lofted, or if the performer tosses between obstructions.

Any permanent obstructions above the competition floor (immovable hoops, lights,
scoreboard, etc.)? Yes. Basketball hoops that fold nearly flush with the ceiling
strucutral supports along the perimeter of the competition space. Above structural
suppors there are sound dampening boards that hang roughly 3 ft from the ceiling, and
standard gymnasium light fixtures. All of this is detailed in the attached photos.

Separate entry & exit doors for spectators? YES

Is the performance entry door separate from performance exit door? YES

Measurement of side wall to side wall (length of entire gym): 91.5 of competition floor
space. 130 feet from wall to wall.

Measurement of front row of bleachers to back sideline bleachers (if used): 70ft

Are there any stairways within the flow of contest traffic? YES

If yes, please explain where they are located and how they will affect the flow of traffic
for the competing groups. From the warm-up gymnasium there is a double wide single
story set of stairs the guards will have to descend to get to the performance gym. Post
performance they will have to ascend a similar set of stairs, unique from the incoming
guard. There will be a fully functional elevator for those with mobility issues and to
move the floors from upstairs to downstairs on the guards arrival. We will have
volunteers to assist or move floors on behalf of the colorguards. For oversize props,
there will be a loading dock on the same level as the competition foor.

Do you enter Competition Area directly from outdoors? NO

Performance Entry door width (inches): 6ft Is there a removable center bar? there is
no bar

Do you exit Competition Area directly to outdoors? NO

Performance Exit door width (inches): 6ft Is there a removable center bar?YES

Can it be removed for the event? YES

Where is the electrical power located in your performance gym (check all that apply)?
Side Walls, please explain: We can easily run an extension cord to the front of the
gymnasium. It has to descend from the ceiling and run under the bleachers

What, if any, indoor space is available to stage equipment, floors, props, etc. prior to
competition?Guards will be able to store personal belongs in the auditorium. Floors will
be stored next to the competition gym and delivered by volunteer staff from the show.
Floors must be folded during intermission and before awards. They can be stored in the
gym and in an adjacent hallway pre and post performance. We can store large props in
the gymnasium prior to performance but ask that all large props be removed postperformance for ease of show flow and to prevent fire hazards.

What, if any, indoor space is available to fold floors at the conclusion of a group’s
performance? Floors maybe folded in the main gymnasium during intermission and
before awards. Guards may choose to carry their floors upstairs to the aux gym and
atrium if they wish to fold otherwise. They may only fold in the aux gym if there is no
schedule group warming up.

Will you have a tarp or floor covering down?

NONE

Equipment Warm-Up

What type of area do you have available for equipment warm-up (gym, auditorium,
commons area)? Half of an auxilary gynasium.

Measurement of side wall to side wall (length of entire area): 78 feet

Measurement from front of area to back of area (width of entire area): 48 feet

Approximate ceiling height (VERY IMPORTANT): 43'

Any obstructions IN or ABOVE above the area (gym equipment, pillars, immovable
hoops)? YES

If yes, please list the obstructions: There are ceiling-folded basketball hoops along the
perimeter of the gym, some climbing ropes and apparti tied to the ceiling, and two
racks of wrestling mats along one wall.

Can any sound in the Equipment Warm-up Area be heard in Competition Area? NO

Distance to Competition Area from Equipment Warm-Up in time (i.e. 2 minutes): 1.5 to
2 minutes. We are alloting a three minute time span.

